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About This Game

Go! Go! Radio : 8-Bit Edition

Welcome back to the challenging and classic DDR games!

Follow the colored line that show up on the screen, get point by matching the correct color. Really easy on the first levels, but
insanely hard in the later ones.

Are you dextrous DDR veterans looking for a challenge? focus on improving your own skills and lets see as far as you can go to
beat the high score!

Penalty point could cost you the highest score! be ready for the speed x2!

5 LEVELS to beat:
-Long Away Home

-Retro Samurai
-Cluster Block

-Disco is undead
-8-Bit Ninja
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FEATURES :

*Steam Leaderboard

*30 Steam Achievements

*Awesome 8bit soundtrack

*5 levels

When the scrolling line overlap the stationary ones, the player must select the corresponding arrows. You will be judged by your
accuracy of every streaked choice.

Control:
left: activate yellow color
down: activate red color
right: activate blue color

Could you reach the highscore? 5280 possible for the last levels! can you made it?
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go go radio 8-bit edition

If you love affectionate parodies of comics from the 60's (and to an extent, wartime comics), this is a game for you.
Recommended if you like the Marvel Age of comics, fun RTwP combat, and/or Germans screaming "I failed the Fatherland"
when they die.

The character customization is the only issue I have with this game, and that's because I have zero patience for making my own
skins and meshes. ADHD Generation and all that.

Also, Mentor is the best.. So...mixed bag.

Masterspace is much like Space Engineers, minus the overly-complicated retardation and lack of anything to do. You start on a
planet and work your way up to ships. There's a skill tree, several interrelated build lines, and all of that.

The game is interesting, there's some workshop mods already out there, and it looks good graphically.

Problem: BUGS. Showstopping CTD bugs. I don't mind supporting games in alpha, but this is ... well, I ran the tutorial and it
kicked me off the planet into deep space with no way to get back. Stuck in the ground several times, random crashes.

I recommend it but with caveats.. One of the more enjoyable recent Artifex Mundi HOG's.. there were only a few scenes that
involved finding items based on a list of names, most were variations of finding broken pieces of things etc, the nice thing about
these ones that I haven't seen in a lot of HOG's was that each piece you found had a visible effect on the scene.. be the pices of a
lock going together to open a glass case to mosaic pieces fitting into the wall and then opening into a hidden shelf. Quite nicely
done.

This one also had very memorable voice acting.. not what they were saying, but just the fact that it wasn't as cringey as some of
the others though there was one stand out instance where the pronunctiation of a word made it seem like a different word -
requiring a double take on what the actual sentence was meant to be.

The artwork (as always) was amazing.. and as is done in my favourite Artifex Mundi games - but unfortunately not all of them -
you are able to slot pieces of a set puzzle pieces together in any order.. I hate when it says 'I need more' .. because I invevitably
end up thinking oh I tried that item with it, it must need something else.. whereas when you see the previously 'slotted' piece (be
in a tile, or a ring, or a gem etc.) that you put in it triggers in your memory that yes, you put that in there, and oh yeah.. i have
another two of them now.. at least.. that is how my mind approaches it.. your mileage may vary :D

I played this one from start to finish.. it had some sequences that were 'actiony' for the standard HOG genre and they weren't too
annoying, but I did get a bit annoyed that it was the secondary male character who did all the 'heroics' unlike in other games
where it's either the female lead or a pet/machine - something about it just seemed a bit 'stand back little lady.. I got this!'.. urgh.

All in all a great fun HOG that borders closer to the point-and-click adventure than a pure HOG.. good fun.. Great potential.
Effects are beautifull. But there is a lot of settings that is missing that would have improved the game a lot. It is hard and
unfriendly to use.

The possibility of starting the "play" anywhere would let creator testing some effects instead of restarting the video everytime
we need to see how it goes. At les in the sequencer, instead of the pic of the place you are shooting, put a simulation of your
show.

Having the possibility to call effects directly in the sequencer and place it after would have been a great thing to have too.

The is absolutely not enough effects to play with. These effect should have more descriptions like time of the effect (I like the
prefire time showed in sequencer by the way)

And shooting places is limited to 2, it is fastly becoming boring to make shows in these conditions.

I cant believe WECO put their name on that. Experienced people should have seen the lack of possibilities of that game.. It's
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good, and free

worth the price, even though it is short. Crappy Game. Doesn't work properly and crashes all the time!!!. This is gonna be a long
review I think. I only played this game for a little under two hours and I know I should give it more time but I honestly can't.
When I got two copies I thought it just be a fun game for me to play with my friend since we were having some trouble finding
co-op games to play. Our options were pretty limited because I have a computer built for gaming and she has a laptop that can
handle plenty of games but not a lot of new big name titles or older ones for that matter. I found the game to be functional if a
little dry and overdone. I know a lot of people don't like the third-person covered based shooting concept that's gotten into a a
lot of games these days. I honestly don't have that much of a problem with it because most games that do it find at least one
mechanic that makes a little unique. This game didn't really find that unique point, and although I'm not sure what they could
have done, it still makes the gameplay bland. Still in the time we played I was having fun. There's always a lot of baddies to
shoot and that's always fun. But the powers each character has aren't that interesting and are at times kind of hard to use, at least
in my experience. I can appreciate that they tried to make the story aspect compelling and it wasn't too bad for a game like this.
It was simple, I didn't have any trouble following it, and it wasn't that silly or ridiculous. Still, pretty dry though. What killed the
game for me is the voice acting. It is absolutely horrible. Combine that with the fact that the personality and backstory they tried
to add to each character was never seen in gameplay that well and confined to a text box, it was impossible to relate to them or
find them the slightest bit appealing. In terms of graphics, I also found it boring. The enviornments are akin to that of many 4
player co-op games I've played like Borderlands 1 & 2 and the character design is just...awful. The four leads are some of the
ugliest main characters I've seen in gaming. That's my detailed analysis though. In my broad opinion if you're looking for
something simple and shooty to pass some time with after exhausting all of your other co-op options, give it a go, but I can't
recommend it as a co-op game that's engaging, can make each player feel like they can relate to their character, find an identity,
and invest a lot of time into.. Dumb "puzzles" send you back and forth, meanwhile you cant access obvious areas and also every
single door in this game seems locked. No fun at all even for people that DO enjoy walking simulator games.. muitooo bom
:DDD
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I bought and played this game when it was originally released through Big Fish. and it was good enough that I bought it again
here. The Updated Steam version has corrected some gameplay glitches and added some additional game play. I loved the story
and the creep factor and especially the implied rather than explicit gore/horror (though there is a little blood). Worth the price
of admission!. Quite literally the worst control scheme I've ever used. The game LOOKS great. LOOKS like it would be fun.
But it's marred by an absolutely horrible control scheme.. I really liked the base gameplay mechanics and interesting enemy
variety, the music is wonderful too, really gets me into the mood to delve deeper.

Collecting all the various gems is tough though, since it's rather random. I also had trouble with a lack of progression, There's
nothing to spend money on since I couldn't figure out if it's possible to upgrade anything, though it seems like the mechanic is in
the game.

The bosses are very cool however and the various level types are unique feeling, would love to see more environmental
differences.

Overall I think the base game is good but it needs fleshing out a bunch.

. Love ages of empires but too many glitches within the first hour of playing this dlc. cannot waypoint townhalls without
crashing, reinforcements never show up because i clicked right as the cutscene happened so i was left with some population i
could not access. After running into these glitches i decided to call it a night. So far not too happy with my purchase.. Like the
old times !!!. Not scary at all
*They said*. Bought this because of full controller support to play with my xbox one controller before the xbox arrives, yet
doesn't seem to support a controller :(. \udb40\udc21
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